DATA S H E E T

LANDESK® IT Asset Management Suite
View all IT assets from point of purchase through retirement. LANDESK® IT Asset Management (ITAM)
Suite is a comprehensive set of software compliance, software license management, inventory, asset
lifecycle management, and reclamation solutions wrapped in a single Asset Manager Workspace.
Visualize your ROI with a customizable, business-value dashboard. Know what assets you have,
where they are, how they’re used, and how they perform for better decisions at any lifecycle stage.

Reclaim Operational Expense and Survive Audits
License true-ups are a thing of the past. Now you can maintain software license compliance for audits and
curb overspending on software applications. LANDESK ITAM Suite delivers timely information to auditors
that calculates the effective software license and identifies who is using what software and under what
licensing agreement it’s covered. You gain better visibility into software and asset lifecycles, licensing, and
ownership. Reclaim unused software licenses automatically and reduce costs and risks.

Craft Lifecycle Processes around Your IT Assets
Expand beyond software management to track and maintain all assets across your environment. Import
and track refresh, lease, warranty, and contractual information automatically at the time hardware
is purchased. Automate hardware recalls for assets like batteries, printer ink or toner, and other
consumables. This boosts efficiency and reduces IT support and maintenance costs with automated
processes like employee onboarding and offboarding.

Achieve Complete Visibility of All IT Assets with B2B Connectors
Eliminate spreadsheets and gain vendor visibility with business-to-business connectors that aggregate
manufacturer, vendor, and reseller data like purchase order numbers, device types, and location mapping
from the moment you acquire a new asset. In addition, automatic processes improve efficiencies and
reveal more usable data on demand, which takes months to gather otherwise.

Leverage Powerful Discovery and Inventory Processes
Make better decisions from the moment you purchase a hardware asset through its entire lifecycle. The
Suite publishes analytical data and management reports to tablets, smartphones, or any device with an
Internet browser. Executives and IT management teams obtain a complete picture of which assets are in
use and gain direct insight into their current state of compliance. Correct information delivered at the right
time drives confidence in the data and accurate decisions.
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